The attentional blink (AB) is a robust phenomenon observed in studies of visual attention that employ rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). The AB is usually observed when two targets (T1 and T2) occur in close temporal proximity in the RSVP stream (see, e.g., Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992) . Stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) are manipulated by varying the number of distractor items that intervene between the two targets. Identification of T2 is profoundly impaired, but the deficit is transient, with accuracy recovering gradually 200-600 msec after T1. Performance is usually perfect, or nearly so, in control trials in which observers are instructed to ignore T1 and report only T2, indicating that the AB does not arise merely from perceptual difficulties.
AB effect when the two target words were the same color (black) as the false-font distractors. To explain the difference between these results, Maki et al. (2003) argued that colored targets in the RSVP stream attracted attention more rapidly than did noncolored targets, thus allowing processing of the colored targets to commence sooner.
This argument, that colored targets attract attention, has an interesting implication. If color attracts attention in an RSVP stream (as it does in spatial cuing; Snowden, 2002) , then colored distractors should attract attention. In studies of spatial attention, attention is often captured by salient distractors that may or may not be potential targets (see, e.g., Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992; Theeuwes, Atchley, & Kramer, 2000; Yantis, 2000) . Thus, if the Maki et al. (2003) account of the effect of coloring targets is accurate, coloring a distractor in an RSVP stream should result in attention's being captured by the colored distractor. To the extent that the distractor possesses task-relevant features, disengagement of attention should be slowed (Theeuwes et al., 2000) , resulting in an AB. The depth and duration of the resulting AB can be assessed by the accuracy of identifying a target that follows the colored distractor at varying SOAs.
The plausibility of triggering an AB by attentional capture is supported by a study by Folk, Leber, and Egeth (2002) . Their observers viewed an RSVP stream of letters in which each letter was presented in one of five colors. The single target letter was printed in red. A critical distractor appeared prior to, concurrently with, or subsequently to the target. The critical distractor consisted of four eccentric symbols (#s) arranged in a diamond-shaped array surrounding the central stream. Identification of the target was greatly reduced when the distractor preceded the target and one of the #s was the same color as the target (red). This interference was interpreted as a spatial blink caused by contingent attentional capture (see Folk et al., 1992) . Although this effect supports the general idea of a capture-induced AB, it does not constitute a direct test of the prediction of an AB induced by a colored distractor within the RSVP stream. Folk et al. (2002) Two experiments examined the possibility that attention directed to a distractor during rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) can produce an attentional blink (AB). A to-be-ignored distractor (D1) preceded a target word (T2) by a variable lag in RSVP streams of black false-font distractors. D1 was highlighted by color and was a word, a string of consonants, a string of digits, or a string of false-font characters. Recall of T2 was significantly suppressed at short D1-T2 lags (the AB) but only when D1 contained letters; the AB was completely absent when D1 was composed of digits or false-font characters. Thus, the AB can be triggered by a highlighted distractor if the distractor shares features with a target. tion considered here is that attention may be engaged by a distractor within the stream.
EXPERIMENT 1
The aim of the first experiment was to demonstrate an AB induced by a salient distractor that was part of the central, attended RSVP stream. Maki et al. (2003, Experiment 2) obtained a substantial AB effect when a target word was presented in the same color as the stream of false-font distractors. We presented those kinds of RSVP streams in this experiment with the addition of a critical distractor item that preceded the target. The lags (SOAs) between the distractor and the target covered the temporal range of the typical AB effect-approximately 200-600 msec. One type of critical distractor was a red word. A second type of critical distractor was a string of consonants, also printed in red. A third type of critical distractor was a false-font string presented in red. The fourth condition in the experiment was the control condition; the critical distractor was just another false-font string printed in black. These four conditions are illustrated in the leftmost four columns of Figure 1 .
If attention were drawn to any colored event, then all three of the red distractor types should cause interference with reporting of the target. But if attention could be rapidly disengaged from distractors that did not resemble targets (Theeuwes et al., 2000) , then only the red word and the red consonant string conditions should produce an AB.
Method
Participants and Instructions. College students enrolled in General Psychology (23 females and 4 males) were recruited and compensated with course credit. All of the participants reported (corrected) normal vision with no color defects. After we obtained informed consent, we described the RSVP task to the participants. They were told to ignore the distractors. The instructions were emphatic in describing the task as attending to and identifying the one black word and ignoring everything else.
Apparatus and Materials. The participants were tested individually using personal computers equipped with 15-in. color monitors. Displays were synchronized with the refresh rate of the monitors (75 Hz). Stimuli were uppercase letters printed in 22-point Tahoma font and other characters printed in a false font (Maki et al., 2003 ; 
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Lag N Lag 6 Maki et al., 1997) . The average letter and character subtended a visual arc of approximately 0.6º (meaning that the typical four-letter word subtended an arc of about 2.4º) when viewed at 52 cm, the distance between the participant and the monitor. Characters were printed in black or red on a gray background. 1 For each participant, items for the RSVP lists were drawn at random and without replacement from three sets of stimuli: four-letter nouns and verbs (N ϭ 524), strings of four randomly selected consonants (N ϭ 994), and strings of four randomly selected vowels and consonants that were converted to false-font characters (N ϭ 300). Characters were not repeated within consonant and false-font strings. Target words were assigned randomly to each distractor condition.
Procedure. Each trial consisted of a variable number of strings presented at the rate of 9.375/sec. Most strings were distractors consisting of false-font characters printed in black. Two strings within each stream were critical events, a critical distractor and the target. The target was always a word presented in black. The critical distractor was either another black false-font string (Black-F), a red falsefont string (Red-F ), a red consonant string (Red-C), or a red word (Red-W). Examples of these trials are shown in Figure 1 .
Each session contained 208 trials. Each trial began with a fixation string (four "ϩ" signs) presented for 506.7 msec. The fixation display was erased for 13.3 msec prior to the presentation of the RSVP stream, which contained 9-16 strings of four characters. Each string was presented for 93.3 msec, followed by a 13.3-msec blank frame. Trials differed with respect to distractor type (Black-F, Red-F, Red-C, or Red-W), distractor-target lag (D-T; 2, 3, 4, or 6), and distractor position (3, 4, 5, or 6). At the end of each trial, a prompt to recall the target word was presented and the participant typed in a response.
Sessions were subdivided into one practice block containing 16 trials and three test blocks containing 64 trials each. Within each test block, each trial was uniquely defined by a combination of distractor type, D-T lag, and distractor position. The order of presentation was randomized within each block. Prior to beginning the experiment, the participants were reminded to watch for the one black word in each RSVP list and to ignore all other stimuli, regardless of color or form.
Data analysis. Data from the practice blocks were ignored. Data from the test blocks were scored with the aid of a computer program that matched as many response words as possible to their corresponding targets. Responses that failed to match were scored manually. Mismatches were judged to be typographical errors if the response was not a word and contained erroneous letters that were contiguous to correct letters on the keyboard (e.g., LONK vs. LINK, or LIM[ vs. LIMP) . Mismatches were judged to be spelling errors if they were nonwords that were phonologically correct (e.g., FUED vs. FEUD). Typographical and spelling errors were counted as correct responses; all other mismatches were counted as errors. Frequencies of correct responses were summed over the four distractor positions and the three test blocks, resulting in a maximum score of 12 correct for each combination of distractor condition and lag. The percentages of words correctly recalled were entered into the ANOVAs described below, and additional analytical tests were conducted as appropriate. The level of significance was set at .05 throughout.
Results
The essential results are shown in Figure 2 . Recall of the target word was uniformly accurate when there was no preceding distractor (the Black-F condition). Recall was equally accurate when the preceding distractor was a highlighted false-font string (Red-F). However, when the distractor was a highlighted consonant string (Red-C), recall was diminished substantially at Lag 2 and recovered monotonically with increasing lag between the distractor and the target. This AB effect was even more pronounced when the distractor was a highlighted word (Red-W).
The main effects of distractor type and D-T lag were reliable [F(3,78) ϭ 15.71, MS e ϭ 5.12, and F(3,78) ϭ 23.14, MS e ϭ 1.28, respectively]. On average, the Black-F and Red-F distractor conditions did not differ (F Ͻ 1), but the recall in the Red-F condition exceeded that in the Red-C condition [F(1,26) The colored word in the Red-W condition often intruded in recall. The average percentage of all errors resulting from these intrusions was 40.1%. Numerous intrusions from distractors were also observed in the Red-C condition. Analysis of these intrusions is complicated by the qualitative variation in the observed transformations of consonant strings into words. Analysis of these kinds of errors was aggregated across experiments and is reported in Appendix A.
Discussion
Following Theeuwes et al. (2000) , an explanation of the effects of the various distractors on target identification in terms of attentional capture begins with the claim that attention is drawn involuntarily to a colored item in the RSVP stream. But the duration of the attentional dwell time is determined by the extent to which the capturing item shares features with the target. Thus, attention drawn to the red word distractor resulted in a sizable AB effect accompanied by a high incidence of red word intrusions in recall (in spite of the instructions to ignore all stimuli other than the one black word in each list). The same account apparently applies to processing of any wordlike distractor; although smaller in magnitude, the AB effect observed with consonant string distractors in the Red-C condition was significant. However, no AB effect at all was observed in the Red-F condition when one of the false-font distractors was highlighted. The absence of an AB effect in the Red-F condition suggests that color alone is not sufficient to produce a capture-induced AB, perhaps because the false-font string was so different from any target.
But the absence of an AB in the Red-F condition is not conclusive with respect to the importance of resemblance of distractor and target features for the capture-induced blink. The false-font characters are very different from letters in terms of rated familiarity and meaningfulness (Maki et al., 2003, Experiment 3) . Thus, the failure to observe a capture-induced blink effect with the Red-F distractors in this experiment may have been due to the differences in familiarity and/or meaningfulness of the false-font characters. A stronger case could be made for a capture-induced blink if the contribution of these variables could be ruled out.
EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment pitted two hypotheses against one another. As noted above, a meaningfulness-familiarity hypothesis explains the lack of an AB effect in the Red-F condition of Experiment 1 by appealing to the conceptual differences between false-font characters and letters. The capture hypothesis attributes the lack of an AB effect to the differences between the false-font string and the specifications contained in the task set (searching for words that are composed of letters). To distinguish between the two hypotheses, we included a distractor that was highly familiar and meaningful and yet shared no specifications with the task set-a highlighted string of digits. Maki et al. (2003) showed that college students rated digits and letters as equally meaningful and equally familiar (in contrast to false-font characters, which were rated almost completely unmeaningful and unfamiliar). The meaningfulnessfamiliarity hypothesis predicts that distractors composed of red digits should show an AB effect equivalent to that shown by consonant strings, because digits are just as meaningful and familiar as letters. The capture hypothesis predicts that the red digit distractors should show no AB effect, because digits are not relevant to the task of identifying word targets.
Method
Experiment 2 was conducted like Experiment 1, with two exceptions. First, the red distractor words were replaced by strings of four randomly selected digits (Red-D); stimuli from an example trial are shown in the rightmost column of Figure 1 . Second, the duration of each item in the RSVP stream was shortened by one refresh cycle (13.3 msec), resulting in an RSVP rate of 10.7/sec. College students were recruited from the same pool as in the preceding experiment (21 females and 9 males). Again, they were told to attend to only the one black word in each RSVP list.
The familiarity and meaningfulness of the different types of distractor strings were determined empirically by having college students rate words, consonant strings, digit strings, and distractors (see Appendix B for details).
Results
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3 . As in Experiment 1, recall appeared uniformly accurate and varied little over lag in the Black-F and Red-F conditions. Also as in Experiment 1, a pronounced AB effect occurred for the Red-C distractors. Importantly for the attentional capture hypothesis, recall following Red-D distractors was virtually indistinguishable from the recall in the two false-font distractor conditions.
Both main effects of distractor type and D-T lag were significant [F(3,87) ϭ 66.00, MS e ϭ 2.17, and F(3,87) ϭ 19.77, MS e ϭ 1.07, respectively]. The two false-font distractor conditions (Black-F and Red-F) did not differ (F Ͻ 1). The Red-F also did not differ reliably from the Red-D condition (F Ͻ 1). But accuracy of recall in the The effects of type of distractor varied significantly across lag [F(9,261) ϭ 10.58, MS e ϭ 1.00]. It appears from Figure 3 that most of the interaction was a result of the pronounced effect of lag for the Red-C distractor in comparison with the smaller and less consistent variations over lags in the other three distractor conditions. The Black-F, Red-F, and Red-D conditions were entered into a separate analysis, with distractor and lag as variables. There was no overall difference due to distractor condition (F Ͻ 1), but there was significant variation due to lag [F(3,87) ϭ 3.46, MS e ϭ 0.73]. Although the interaction [F(6,174) ϭ 2.13, MS e ϭ 0.60] tended toward statistical significance, the variations appeared small and difficult to interpret. In contrast, the lag effect for the Red-C condition was much more pronounced and resembled the typical blink effect (as in the corresponding Red-C functions in Figure 2 , for example) [F(3,87) ϭ 22.44, MS e ϭ 2.12].
As in Experiment 1, we observed many intrusions from red consonant distractors. These intrusions appeared to result from attempts to process the consonant string as if it were a word. Appendix A contains the details of this analysis.
Discussion
The outcome of this experiment was quite clear. Red consonant strings produced a capture-induced blink, but the red digit strings did not. The meaningfulnessfamiliarity hypothesis would have to explain this result by asserting greater meaningfulness and/or familiarity of consonant strings. However, ratings of familiarity and meaningfulness (Appendix B) show that consonant strings are actually less familiar and less meaningful than are digit strings. Thus, we conclude that the pattern of results was not a result of variations in meaningfulness and familiarity. Rather, it appears that distractors that do not share properties with the target (in this case, letters) do not produce a capture-induced AB even though those distractors may be made salient by color highlighting. One explanation for the absence of an AB in these circumstances is that attention is drawn to such distractors automatically (by the color; Snowden, 2002) but then is quickly disengaged and available for deployment to a subsequent target (Theeuwes et al., 2000) . In contrast, attention drawn to a salient distractor that shares features with a target is disengaged more slowly, resulting in an AB.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present set of experiments was performed with the aim of evaluating some conjectures about the existence and effects of attentional capture during RSVP. In explaining effects of target-distractor similarity on the AB, Maki et al. (2003) proposed that highlighting a target with color attracts attention to that target and allows its processing to commence sooner than for nonhighlighted targets. Our results extend those of Folk et al. (2002) ; they showed that capture of attention by a distractor in a spatial location different from that of the target produced an AB. Here, we showed that attentional capture by a distractor produces an AB even when the distractor and target appear in a common attentional location.
In this article, we reasoned that the degree of interference from a capturing distractor would depend on its sharing of features with a target (Theeuwes et al., 2000) ; it would be more difficult, we argued, to disengage attention from a distractor that resembled a target, thus prolonging an (inappropriate) attentional episode and causing an AB. We found two signs of engagement of attention by a colored distractor. Some errors appeared to arise from processing the red consonant strings as if they were words (Appendix A); other errors arose from intrusions when the critical distractor was a colored word (Experiment 1). However, there was no sign that color alone produced such interference; a distractor composed of colored digits, for example, had no effect on performance. Thus, a colored singleton distractor in an RSVP stream appears to have attracted attention, but an AB was produced only to the extent that the distractor shared task-relevant features with the target.
Although the present results are consistent with the preceding account of attentional capture during RSVP, a different explanation is possible, based on previous studies of target-distractor similarity. For example, Ghorashi, Zuvic, Visser, and Di Lollo (2003, Experiment 7) presented RSVP streams of distractors. Each stream consisted of all single letters or all tilted lines. Each stream ended with a letter target (C or G) or a tilted line target (45º or 135º). Reaction times were shorter in the distractor-target dissimilar conditions (line-letter or letter-line) than in the distractor-target similar conditions (line-line or letterletter). The interpretation of these results that Ghorashi et al. favored was cast in terms of capture of attention by distractors that shared features with the target. When, for example, the target was defined by its being a letter, the preceding letter distractors also commanded attention and thus produced an AB that slowed responses to the target. Applied to the present experiments, this account has attention being attracted by red word and red consonant distractors, not because they were highlighted by color, but only because they contained letters. The extent to which color highlighting in the present experiments contributed to the control of attention is a question that needs additional experimental work.
The present experiments answer another question posed by Ghorashi et al. (2003, p. 89) : "given that targets are letters, it could be asked to what extent contingent capture would occur if the distractors were false fonts, or digits, or other stimuli that shared features with letters." In both of our experiments, only the critical (colored) distractors that contained letters produced an AB; strings of false fonts and digits had no effect at all. Thus, although some of the details remain to be defined, the available evidence suggests that when distractors share features with targets, attentional capture by distractors does trigger an AB. Maki et al. (2003, Experiment 3) determined the familiarity and meaningfulness of single characters (letters, digits, and false-font characters). However, the familiarity and meaningfulness of strings of these characters may not be the same as it is for the single characters.
APPENDIX B Ratings of Familiarity and Meaningfulness of Distractor Strings
Random samples of 15 each were drawn from the pools of words, consonant strings, digit strings, and falsefont distractor strings used in Experiments 1 and 2. The resulting 60 items were arranged in 15 randomized blocks of 4 items each; each block contained 1 of each kind of item. Two rating forms were constructed, one being the reverse of the other; the two forms were used equally often.
The participants were 12 volunteers (5 males and 7 females) recruited from psychology graduate students (n ϭ 4) and undergraduates (n ϭ 8) who were members of the Psychology human subjects pool at Texas Tech University. The participants were asked to rate each of the 60 items on familiarity and meaningfulness using the 4-point scales (0-3) used by Maki et al. (2003, Experiment 3) .
There was generally good agreement among raters on both measures. Interrater reliabilities for familiarity averaged r ϭ .76 (range: .55-.98); reliabilities for meaningfulness averaged r ϭ .78 (range: .42-1.00).
Average ratings for each of the four kinds of items are listed in Table B1 . Also listed are the 95% confidence limits. Not surprisingly, the words were rated very high with respect to both familiarity and meaningfulness; the false-font strings are rated as totally unfamiliar and unmeaningful. The ratings for the consonant strings and digit strings, however, are of interest. The familiarity-meaningfulness hypothesis developed in the text would be forced to predict that consonant strings should be rated higher than digit strings. However, as Table B1 shows, the opposite pattern was observed; digit strings were rated significantly higher than were consonant strings on both familiarity and meaningfulness. 
